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DEF CUBE 132 US GALLONS

FEATURES

LOCKABLE EQUIPMENT CABINET 
Secure lockable compartment for  
pumps & accessories.

FOUR WAY FORKLIFT 
POCKETS
Forklift pockets and lifting  
lugs for ease of transport.

RENTAL READY
Robust ‘rental ready’ design 
with outer containment tank.

REMOVABLE INNER TANK 
Removable inner polyethylene 
tank (ideal for storing DEF).

STACKABLE DESIGN
Stackable full (2 high) 
or empty (3 high).

HEATER KIT
Optional heater kit to keep DEF from 
freezing in cold climate applications. 
16’ feed hose to link to generator or  
other equipment (option for heated  
hose with add-on heater kit). 

The DEF Cube is a transportable, environmentally-secure, double-walled diesel exhaust fluid

storage tank, that offers extended run time on stage IV/V diesel generators and other non-road

mobile machinery. Ideal for both hot and cold climates, the DEF Cube is the ideal solution for

the temporary power industry’s auxiliary DEF dispensing and replenishment needs.
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Ideal uses and applications

Models and capabilities

SPECIFICATIONS DEF CUBE 

Capacity 132 US gal

Dimensions (L x W x H) 44 x 44 x 45 in

Weight (Empty / Full) 723 / 1,825 lbs

Optional pump 115V AC pump for ad-hoc filling of other equipment

Optional heater kit for tank 
with generator feed

Heating jacket for inner tank 2,300W
Heated feed hose 400W

Heating controller module with thermostat
115V AC power cable 20’ length

GENERATORS AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
The DEF Cube can be easily connected to multiple 
generators to supply DEF in the same way auxiliary 
diesel tanks are connected to a generator unit. An 
optional 115V AC heater kit includes a heating 
jacket and heated hose line which is powered by 
the generator to prevent the DEF from freezing  
in cold climate operations.  

SHORT TERM DEF REQUIREMENT
The DEF Cube is the ideal solution for short term, 
onsite DEF storage. Due to its mobile design, the 
DEF Cube can transport DEF to any site, reaching 
even the most difficult locations. 
 
 


